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Editorial
Looking back, lung cancer surgery has been performed by thoracotomy for several decades 

with no major changes. Over the last five years, the practice has evolved enormously thanks to 
technological innovations. Surgeons are now able to use Video-Assisted Thoracoscopic Surgery 
(VATS) for lobectomies or segmentectomies. All of these minimally invasive techniques are 
supposed to be a medical advance for patients. We have the weakness to believe that doctors using 
this new technology do so in order to improve the management of patients with lung cancer. By 
conducting one or more studies, it would be possible to confirm the real clinical benefit of these 
new techniques. This issue should be tackled by the doctors who wish to develop such technologies 
at the moment their use is spreading. Good medical practice encourages health professionals to 
carry out high-quality studies to validate any new therapy for the benefit of patients. An excellent 
report from the WHO [1] published in 2012 highlighted the value of conducting studies to 
evaluate any new technology. This report emphasized that health professionals perceive technology 
assessment as an obstacle to the introduction of innovative technologies. It appears nonetheless 
that the evaluation of health technologies is very beneficial to the transfer of technologies from 
the laboratory to the patient’s bedside. This report clearly demonstrated that such evidence-based 
studies not only generated information for the ministry of health but were also necessary for 
patients. According to the report, conducting a high-quality clinical study should be seen as an 
opportunity to upgrade any new technology or medical device. This is the only way to confirm that 
it is a true innovation by demonstrating that it significantly improves the health or quality of life of 
patients. The completion of the clinical study should no longer be perceived as an administrative 
obligation but as an opportunity to confirm the therapeutic innovation. Let us return to the many 
studies recently published on VATS lobectomies. Even though these techniques continue to spread 
to institutions around the world, no randomized controlled trials (RCT) showing a clinical benefit 
have been reported so far [2]. The various guidelines [3] that advocate VATS lobectomies for cancer 
are based on observational studies, which are potentially biased. With an observational study, we can 
never be certain that the differences observed are due to the treatment and not to other factors that 
have not been taken into account. In the absence of randomization, the two groups of patients may 
have different characteristics making it impossible to conclude that one of the therapies is superior 
to the other. Moreover, in the absence of randomization, the choice by the clinician to apply one 
method more than another is not random. The clinician will prefer to apply one method or the other 
according to the characteristics of the patient or disease, and this choice will influence the outcome 
of the study. Many observational studies have used the propensity score method to reduce bias [4-
6]. This method is widely used but does not provide the same level of evidence as an RCT. In a study 
of this type, we are never certain that all of the confounding factors were collected to make the two 
groups of patients comparable. Randomization is the only method by which two groups of patients 
are comparable on average. A systematic review compared the results of observational studies and 
randomized trials for the same endpoint [7]. It focused on 18 types of digestive surgery and showed 
that RCTs were generally more conservative since only 4 were statistically significant compared with 
7 for observational studies. Heterogeneity was greater between observational studies than between 
RCTs. This analysis showed that observational studies were on average more favorable than RCTs.

In conclusion, the use of observational studies to evaluate a new technology should be prudent 
because, unlike RCTs, they do not ensure that two treatment groups are sufficiently comparable. 
However, the reality is quite different since minimally invasive surgery techniques are disseminated 
in the absence of RCTs for their validation. Several reasons can be put forward to explain this 
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situation. Insufficient knowledge of surgeons on evaluation methods 
could be one reason. As evidence, some authors confuse randomized 
controlled and double-blind trials [8]. A high-quality RCT can be 
conducted without double blinding, especially when two technologies 
or surgical procedures are compared. The other point concerns 
balance, which would be deemed to be in default according to the 
same author’s [8]. This lack of balance would make it impossible to 
carry out an RCT. This remark reflects a lack of knowledge of the 
different experimental designs adapted to the problem of minimally 
invasive surgery [9]. To take into account the acceptability of 
surgeons according to their expertise and patients, several types of 
experimental designs exist, such as cluster randomized trials; expert-
based randomized controlled trials and Zelen’s design [9]. Another 
complaint is made about the benefit of performing a non-inferiority 
trial for this surgery. For the treatment of patients with severe disease, 
it seems necessary to show that VATS lobectomies offer patients the 
same chances of cure as interventions carried out by thoracotomy. 
All these reasons show that RCTs are essential for the valorization of 
new technologies in the interests of patients. Clinical studies protect 
patients by explicitly informing them of the goals of the study and 
possible complications. This is not the case when new technologies 
are used outside any study. Finally, concerning databases, which have 
been the subject of several publications [4,10,11], they are supposed to 
play a role following the RCT, when the technology is widely used in 
the different thoracic surgery centers. Their objectives are to confirm 
efficacy and assess safety.

One justified criticism of RCTs concerns the cost of conducting 
this type of study. At the time the trial is being designed, it is 
imperative to find funding to carry it out. This search for funding 
adds to the process and may discourage teams from conducting a 
trial. Other constraints in organizing an RCT are the regulatory and 
administrative procedures, which may deter teams from initiating 
such trials. Because of these constraints, the new technology or 
intervention is used by the surgical team outside any study or 
regulatory framework. After several months of practice, the team will 
carry out a retrospective study with its inherent biases, thus ruling 
out any possibility of demonstrating its effectiveness. In conclusion, 
conducting an RCT is the only way to demonstrate that minimally 
invasive surgery brings health benefits to patients. Conducting a 
high-quality, probative study will not only bring value to   any new 
technology in the interests of patients but also help the decision-
maker. To change behavior with regard to RCTs requires support 
and assistance from surgical teams. This support concerns the 
funding, the drafting of protocols and the implementation of the 
study. Ultimately, a clinical study should no longer be regarded as 
a regulatory constraint, but as an opportunity to take advantage of a 
new technology.
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